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SJS Symphonic Band
Plays Here Tomorrow

Mixer Committee
Has Union Trouble:
Brubeck Cancelled
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Mr. Frederic W. Boots vill di- sition suggesting a tribute to moThe inability of Dave Brubeck VOL XXXVIII San Jose, Calif., Wednesday, May 17, 1950 No. 135
rect the San Jose State college dern herOes; -A Solemn Music", to keep his appointment and ap
symphonic band tomorrow in a Virgil Thomson, featuring a new1 pear at ’the Frosh-Soph Mixer,
concert of music written especial- utilization of the twelve-tone sys- sc heduled for last night, was
ly for band. The concert, which is tern .-and "March, Opus 99", Serge through no fault of the band leadfree to the public, will be given in Prokofieff.
er. Failure on the part of comthe Morris Dailey auditorium at
More than 75 students will play mittee members to seeure full un8:15 p.m.
in the symphonic band.
ion approval led to the cancellaIncluded in the program will be
ASB elections will be held in
tion.
Deldgates selected by the Can*
"Sonata Pitine Forte", Giovanni
?Receiving approval from the lo- Miniwanca Selection committee, the east wing of the Student UnGabriel i, among the earliest
cal union, which was willing to vere approved, yesterday after- ion tomorrow morning at 8:30
known compositions for brass inlet the Brubeck Quintet perform, noon’ in an 4i3B council meeting o’clock. Polls will close at 4 p.m.
struments; "Washington’s Grand
and re-open. Friday morning, acCo-chairman Jim Fuller said his n the .Student Union.
March", a piece from the early
cording. to the Studvnt Council.
to the San Francisco union
letter
Tan
Evans
and
Mary
Louise
days of our country; "TrauersioCounting., of ballots will begin
didn’t arrive until yesterday. It Carli will receive the two scholar:
fonie", Richard Wagner, whkh is
was thereby ’too. late to permit a ships to attend Camp "Miniwanca immediately after the closing or
funeral music on themes from Woboard of directors meeting neces- paid _ for .by the Associated. Stu- *Me polls by ’Student Court membeXs "ELIIYanthe_": "Naval Reserve_
saryfor
approval
the shiny, dent Body. Joyce .Malone was se, iers.
March", John Pfillip Sousa, one of
The Student Court announced
to
Cliff
Majersik,
according
then ecled lo receive the same type of
his lesser-known _marches.
yesterday that- ballots will have co-chairman.
other
scholarship
awarded
to
a
fresh"Elegy Before Dawn", Norman
Mrs. Al Marbury, a former man through Dr. Carl Bich, Sin blank. spaces for the purpose of
Cazden, a unique modern work
San
Jose, State college student, Jose State college Danforth asso- writing-id candidates for the of.built around a single_ tone; vWhen
fice of senior male and female
who
is it personal friend of Brit- ciate.
Johnnyy Comes Marching Home",
,nort justices and other offtc’es.
that
Dave
was
anbeck,
said
Approved --as alternates -for the
Roy Harris; a free adaptation-forxious to appear on the benefit ASB scholarships were Bob Dean - -Due to lack of nominations, tht
band; "Hymn and Fuguing Tune
office of court senior _justice is
program. Majersik says that all sTd Carol Larson
No. 1", Henry Cowell, a contem:avant. A fewr other offices, such
proceeds
were
to
Itiito
the’,
ear y AmGerrie Lopes. candidate for Wo- as prosecuting attorney, have only
World Student Service F ti mm d
erican flavor; "MarchIn blemormen’s Representative at Large, one candidate running.
drive..
lam". Darius Milhaud, a compowas disqualified by the Student
. Names of the ASH candidates
Mrs. Marbury, who describes
Council for not having indicated and statements of -their platforms
Brubeck as a "sincere, terrific
’acceptance of nomination. An ASH !appear on page four of- today’s
hates to disguy", says that
by-law on nomination procedure. issue.
anyon
this way, but
appointwould
states that all nominees must in_rather not run afoul with
acceptance either in writdicate
Bewitched, bothered, and bePictured is Mr. Frederick W. the San Francisco Union. ’
or orally.
ing
wildered, the. forecaster smiles
The mixer will be held next
Boots, San Jose Stste college
A request to the Board of Connes erthelessiffid-beams,
_ music instructor, who will direct week, according to Cliff Majersik..
for the d
ing gunshine for today. Tues-the symphonic hand concert but the program will be split up. trol to approve
day’s temperature hit a high of
Thursday evening. The concert depending on arrangements with team in excess of their budget - A special rally will be held to74 and a low of 48. Skle. .vere
will he held in the Morris Dailey Brubeck, the San Francisco un- was passed to, enable the team to day for all ASB candidates in the
participate in the *Los Angeles Outer Quad between 12 and 1
pale blue.
auditor’
at 8:15 p.m.
ions, and the class council.
o’clock. It is being sponsored by
tournament this month.
Brubeck and Jimmy Lyons,
the Inter-class council.
$200
to
send
council
voted
The
the
show,
both
M.(’.
who was to
Each candidate will be interStuthe
Pacific
to
delegates
four
express a desire to perform for
viewed
by the. master of ceremonconassociation
San Jose State collqge students dent President’s
ies, Mary Braunstein. Entertainand indicate that they may be vention at Yosemite, May ’24-26. ment will be furnished between
’able to put on an afternoon Delegates chosen were Don 12:20 and 12:30 o’clock.
Schaeffer, present ASB president,
show next week.
Purpose of the rally is to acCalifornia state college presidents recently voted to eliminate
A special class council meeting and next year’s president, vice- quaint students with the canditreasurer.
and
president,
foreign language requirements for any major or curriculum in either will be held ’today to decide the
dates running for the various ASB
outcome of the mixer. At present,
Dick Russo, Homecoming com- offices.
the BA. orlol.A. dogree programs of the state colleges.
Mixer committee members aft mittee chairman, resigned his post
Monday, Dr., Japes C. DeVoss, damn of professional education, hopeful that council, approval will as chairman of the Health corn’enable all studento to are the Bru- mittee. President Don
received the minutes of the May
_
beck show, when and, if it MI- appointed Mike Barth! to fin
3 Sftte College Presidents’ con- student by his major
department
position.
’
ference, whit% teljs of the elimi- head. Some plans for graduate ally arrives.
nation.
work ceqtdre a knowledge of one
The minutes- eiryInfir More. foreign languagean
ering curriculum patterns ry.The Fresno State college chap17
At a meeting of the Pan-Helquired for academic degrees In ter of the
lenic Councl Monday afternoon,
American_ Association
representativeat
Women’s
lir *mut deli --with the San lose
the state colleges, note was Mk; of University Professors
the sorority group voted unaniadopted
State college Associated Students large: Barbara Gale and Mildred
en of the fact that some of the a resolution, May 9, which
mously ’against participating in
asks
constitution the following is a Walls; men’s representative at
colleges now require a specific the State College Presidents’
the IFC-sponsored rooting section
Conpublished list of all the candidates large: Steve Everett, Vincent Manumber of units in foreign lan- ference to reconsider its
for the inter-squad football game
action.
Thiel; senior stuguage for graduation.
The executive committee of the seeking the various student, office lone and Richard
to be held Saturday. The Interdent council rep:esentative: Oli"Following evaluation of a num- San Jose chapter of the associa- positions.
Fraternity Council had’ extended
ber of pros and cons, it was moved tion is working_on a similar
ASH President: Bob Custer, ver Dibble and Herbert Patnoe;
an invitation to the sororities ’to
resothat the requirement for each lution, which if accepted by
Mitchell Kanalakis. junior student council representa/ participate in the rooting sections.
local Dave Down.
state college degree be so worded members, will be sent to the
Ray Lyon, David Millovich. and tive: Owen Hall, Thee Pelligrini,
state
According to Helen Dimmick,
Jack. Shipe4,Dick Vaum, and Wilas to make the taking of a foreign college presidents for their
con- Ed Mosher. ASB vice-president:
language optional with the stud- sideration.
Bob Madsen, FA Miller, and Jack liam Watts; sophomore student dean of women, the Pan-Hellenic
ent. The motion was seconded and
Scheberies; recording secretary: council representative: Sam Bow- Council felt that they didn’t want
passed by a voice vote."
Barbara Downey. Elsie Lawson, man. Joyce Dalton, Tom Evans, to do anything concerning the
Dean DeVoss said: "At presand Marion Swanson; correspond- Virginia Johnson. Charles Know- tooting sections that could be inent It has become a matter of
ing secretary: Patricia MacFad- les, George MacDonald, and Mary terpreted as exclusively fraternThe Registrar’s office has sent
ity or sorority, and therefore unguidance with the individual
Jen
and Loretta Thurson; treas- Pahl; prosecuting attorney: Herb
a total of 2934 blue cards to
Lister; and women’s senior court cooperative with the student body.
urer,
Peter
Cirivilleri.
and
Harvey
2133 SC students, according
Contacted yesterday, Marion
jtltiCC: Linnei Erickson.
to Mr. Leslie Ross, assistant re- Jordan.
Swanson, president of the Pangistrar. Blue cards are sent as
Hellenic Council, said, "We feel
warning of unsatisfactory scholthat the program should bring in
L=arsidp.
w
_
flgr_ _
.tcamlitia
_
quarter-24W ’students
cod 3377 of the unwelcome
Dean Dimmick stated that Pan_cards. Spring quarter,
year
lha Conways-,
Hellenic wanted to eooperate with.
-ago, 2110 students received 2803
-fut-tted assaultLems-of the Chu- the foOtball taint-WIC wanted he
_ -and -final production inSYRACUSE, Nay 16
.50 drama season, will be marked cards.
Ten Syracuse uniVeraity -students shan archipelago. some’ 80 miles rooting sections open to all.
by the appearance of a guest artwere .in jail today following a south of Shanghai, leaves only
"My personal feelings," the dean
ist, Pat :ronside, in the lead role handle costume.. The settings, three-hour water fight with fire Formosa in Nationalist hands.
said, "are that the plan. as prothe
of
conquest
Communist
The
of Mrs. Conway.
wastebaskets.
hoses,
buckets,
and
designed by J. Wendell Johnposed, would have a tendency to
son, will be constructed under Three thousand collegians were islands may lead to the opening pull the Greek and non-Greek letPat; a former student at San
The
the supervision of Jim Liol and Involved. Co-eds in raincoats and of Shanghai to foreign trade,
Jose State college, has worked
ter students further apart. Under
Doug Merriman.
bathing suits cheered their favor- port of Shanghai has been practic- the new plan of including all livon Broadway since her graduashipping
foreign
_to
,closed
ally
the
waThe entire cast ages twenty ites in the wet battle, and
tion, and her performance
ing groups. I approve whole-heartshould prove a highlight, of the years in the second act, and the ter-stinging students spared no since the Nationalists announced edly of the rooting section cat last year .they had mined its apdifficult make-up job will be in one.
season.
rangement."
Jim Jensen and Bert Graf will the hands of Mr. Alden Smith.
Thirty policemen and four dep- proaches.
Stewart McCullough, presi ent
Barbara Kelley will be stage uty sheriffs -sped to the campu4
play the roles of Robin.and Alan.
STRACHEY MAKES DEFENSE of the Inter-Fraternity Council,
Mrs, Conway’s sqns. Gwen Sam, manager and Stanley Schwim- after 17 motorists complained that
,....-paoaiuedof the Patiaillinfe
Lngland.
uelson, Gwen Dan?, Shirley Wither mer assistant stage manager. they ’had been halted and drenchdecision earlier in the week. :n
StraJohn
Minister
War
British
and. Dorothy Williams will por- Properties will be handled by edso were the ,policemen and
Pan-Hellenic
chey. under attack for hig Com- a telephone call,
tray, respectively, Madge. Hazel, Moret Pritm, and Joe (inzrettt deputies before they broke up the
sympathies during the president Marion Swanson told
munist
will
he
in
charge
of
sound.
two
riot. The battle was between
Kay and Carol, Mrs. Conway’s
1930’s, defended himself last night McCullough that the sororities
fraternities at, first, but spread
’
daughters.
saying President Truman’s ad- could not participate because It
by
quickly through the 12-block cam"
Joan Buechner will appear as
ministration is "one of the most would bring about "too much disarea.
door.
next
pus
Joan Helford, the girl
crimination against otheir groups
left-wing in the world today."
Mrs. Lillian E. Billington, asCliff Roche will play Ernest Beeby other living groups." (See the
ISLANDS
LEAVE
CIIINESE
Strachey
told
the
Oxford
univers, a newcomer to town who sociate profepsor of education.
sport page for ’further details on
versity
American
association,
"it
16--May
Formoso,
TAIPEI,
elementary.
general
senior
asks
son-inbecomes Mrs. Conway’s
the game.)
Chinese Nationalists ann o u n c- Is a total misconception that the
law, and Jim Clark will portray kindergarten firimary, end gen- Th e Chi
prevalent’
(British)
Labor
party
is
the
ern! JuBior high majors who have, ed todaY they have abandoned
Gerald Thornton, a lawyer.
left-wing and that the
Uniieik.lates government Is far
._ John R. Kerr will direct to take penmanship in the fal0Chushan Islands main base for ,detinU.
"Time and the Conways". Her- ,quarter. to pre-register with Mrs. their blockade of Communist States is reactionary, that pie- .fo the left of anything except
Shanghai; in the face of a power- ure is profoup.cily outdated. The, Scandinavia and Britain."
nelee Prink and Cher Mehl will CaiWyn Walker in Room 161.
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The "Third Man Theme" is a twist. In our show just one man
very appropriate piece of music showed up. What a laugh the
for the Hollywood film produc- audience got from that unexpected development.
tion of the same name.
Our carefree, apathetic "playlel’ete on Washington square the
,"One. Man Theme" is the appro- wrights" should have taken a
tpriate title for the musical selec- cue from Hollywood and named
our prothiction "The One Man".
aioq of Our latest production.
I: Our production, unlike
the That title is much’mete.fittlEr
..!’Third Man", was a complete flop. for our amateur fiasco.
Our production’s musical piece,
This production of ours didn’t rate
-four bells it was given the gong! "The One Man Theme" was dissonant to say the least. There
What are we’referring to?
Since 699$, students didn’t see was no harmony or cooperation
the production, we want to give in our musical score. Our musiyou a somewhat late "sneak cians just didn’t give a darn.
Yes, Hollywood, you can have
preview".
_ The production was titled "Spe- your "Third Man Theme" ’cause
cial Nomination Assembly" and we’ve got our "One Man Theme"
it was "shown" Monday at 12:30 and, brother, it’s unique. And
o’clock in the Student Union. The get this, Hollywood, even though
main theme of the production was our production has been panned
to nominate candidates to posi- by the local press, our 6999 "playtions of senior male and female wrights" are proud of their show.
After all, Hollyw000d, even you
court justices.
Our ’title, however, was poorly. with all youritechnical know-how
chosen. There was no semblance and ballyhoo couldn’t hope to proof an assembly in Our production. duce as good a human comedy as
Instead, our 6999 "playwrights" j we had here.
We’re just talented that way!
cipciclksttoAye. our story a hew

Prexy Sayo
By DON SCHAEFFER

Third, we have had some of
our old traditions either battered
or badly bruised in the past by
unfortunate circumstances.
The
administration was forced to take
the stand it did because in its
opinion, students were showing, a
lack
of ability to contrel ’their
own affairs. When we can demonstrate that we are capable of
doing things right for ourselves,
these privileges and activities
can be restored (witness Revelries this year).
To do this takes strong organization, cooperation of all
of us and GOOD MEN IN THE
TOP SPOTS. (That’s still a
ballot in your hands, son, not
a crossword puzzle).
Fourth, let’s look ahead a little. We are all going to be leaving these hallowed halls some day
and for good or bad, we have
had it; we will be San Jose State

IThrust and Parry
Need for Cooperarfion
Dear Thrust and Parr :
.Your column of May 11 carries
a letter from SBt4207. a senior,
’w-116- has apparently discovered’
-fonly- recently that cheating someitimes occurs, but who has not
’1st discovered that others have
.1rown this for a long time and
that for two and a half years our
-studenLs.- and faculty have been
-cooperating in an endeavor to
_develop a_unigue San Jose Pair:
-ness System.
, Composing a letter for Thrust
-and Parry may relieve the emo’lions of SR 4207 and have other
nat the
-;desixakieconaaquences
Obligations,
of. _Sladent
Bill
adopted -in
-the Student Council
----,atter-eonsiderehte st udent discus.sion,. posted_in many classrooms,
and printed frequently in the

Daily, asserts that any student
observing instances of unfairness
has an obligation to do more than
write such a letter.
Since December 1947 our faculty has done more intelligent
thinking and discussing about this
problem than any other college
faculty in the world. Many student organizations, and meaty individiml Students, have expeessed
their: approval of the progress
made. The fact that *. a senior
can write in seeming ignorance
of this growing campus opinion,
and of the techniques available
for exPressingcontinuing need for active cooperation by all Who support the
advancement of our Fairness
System.
Elmo A. Robinson.

AN OPEN LETTER
Members of A.S.B.:
The student administration of San Jose State college is now
BIG BUSINESS amounting to over $100,000 per year; this money
beloins to the associated students holding student body cards
it belongs to you.
When a State college swells in population and activities, as
we have, it becomes very evident that certain qualifications be
considered in electing any candidate to properly administer
these hinds.
It is with this in mind that I wish to submit my qualifications
to you when you elect a TREASURER this Thursday:
First’ off, I am a graduate of the Army’s Finance’ school at
Camp Reale, California; secondly, I served nearly two years in
the Finagce Department of the Army, auditing, accounting, recording and paying; finally, I have a sincere interest in ad Ministration.
If you consider this experience valuable for one who is seeking the poiition of TREASURER, I appreciate your confidence
that office.
and shall do all in my power to ably
HARVEY- D. -JORDAN.

rip
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SJSC will be then, so will we be.
This can be a terrific thing for
us anti in mosrareas-tt-ts. We
are headed
for still greater
things; that is, if we can keep a
student body organization headed
in the right direction.
However, all it takes is a
little apathy on the ’partof we
students and a few ’chowder
heads in the Student Body offices and we are hack in the
"San Jose Statewherszat?"
ern.
So it’s all up to us again --tomorrow
and
Friday ---to
set
things ’rolling for another and
greater year.
There are some
fine peoples, running for office,
people who can give us efficient
and strong stadent government
next year. There_are also sgme

running who arz
tor MP posirthn they
R.,

"’ASB ELECTION MAY 18+19 1950
USE RUBBER STAMP -MAKE THREE CHOICES -.saw

’ ASE PReSIPENT

ASB President
Tomorrow and Friday we will
be picking the people who win
lead and represent us for the next
365 days.
You may not be interested in
student government as such and
may not be a politics -type guy,
but as sure as Viola Palmer has
your name in her files you still
are going to San Jose State college and you will be an alumnus
of Washington Square for a long
time to come. Let’s face it
we’re stuck with each other.
Let’s take a look at what
the
people We elect will be
doing next year. In the first
place, they will have more than
$100,000 of our money to kick
around (that’s dollars, bub)
and will have their fingers in
assets that amount to a great ,
deal more than that.
In the second place, our athletics will be going big-time then:
we will be ’independents".
We
will not only be independents in
the athletic sense, but our status
in other fields will grow. That
is, it will grow if we have a student Body That waFrants additional prestige from the other
schools.
What can bring this
about? EFFICIENT, MATURE
STUDENT GOVERNMENT.

4s.t

mr.tiMP,

Val.

seek
as this article is for the Pulitzer
’Yet- these people could
get into office, backed by their
well-meaning but short-sighted
friends and organizations.
Because_ of, poor student government we could lose our Santa
Clara and COP athletic competition, our Homecoming, our Spardi Gras permanently and practically anything else over ,which
we now have control.
Tomorrow you can cast your
ballot. Find out who will do the
hest job and VOTE yourself a
share of the future.’
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referential Ballot
To Be Used Tomorrow

Above is a reproduction of the
new Spartan Preferential ballot
to be used in tomorrow’s ASB
elections. The ballot is by no
means complete but is a representative example. Note that the
ballot is marked to denote the
voters first, second and third
choices for the particular office,
the "X" being placed in the appropriate choice column.

Voters can follow this procedure when voting: In the first
firstcolumn,
indicate
your
choice candidate. In the second
column, assume a run-off with
the first choice candidate eliminated, then indicate from the
remaining Candidates your second choice. The same procedure
is followed for third choice votes,
ing-a
-first and second choice candidates
eliminated, select the third choice
.

Yell Leader Candidates
To Attend Rally’ Meet
All yell leader candidates are
requested to attend the rally
committee meeting tonight at
7 o’clock in Room 24, Ed Mosher,
rally committee chairman, announced yesterday.
"Yell leader candidates will be
told the qualifications and practice times tonight," Mosher said,

candidate from the red:mining
didates running.

Voters must remember that
ballots are first counted according to first choice votes. Vote for
candidates in order of preference.

Complete
Dinner
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15c
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Legislature
Candidates
To Talk Here

MARCI’S
Beneath a palm tree on the corner of 8th and San Antonio
streets, stands the home of the Chi Pi Sigma fraternity.
No’ different structurally, and hardly more imposing than other
dwellings in the area, the Chi Pi Sigma house remains apart for
one reason; it is the only departmental fraternity house on the 1
San Jose State college campus.
Twenty-eight men from the college Police school call it home.

The fraternity was founded as
an "on campus" organisation in
I$M It was dormant daring
the war, and reactiviated in
1967. The house was previously
occupied by ’a social fraternity.
Redecoration by San Jose
State’s "finest," has added to
the house the homey atmosphere peculiar to young men
who regard "order" as master.

Previous to occupancy in their
-present home, the future gendarmes resided at 265 North Fifth
street. They obtained this, their
-first fraternity house, in 1947.
7 In August of 1949 they moved
into their present abode on Eighth
find San Antonio streets. Frater-nity members had to move fast
in order to get the house into
.shape before the school term be tan. At present there are 28 Chi
Sigma members living . in the
house; 14 upstairs, 12 on the main
floor, and 2 in the basement.
This Is a marked Improve- rnent over the Fifth street real-

ri

By BILL CHAMBERS

"A third world
inevitable," says the
This is National
U.S. Army publicity

Job Discussion Tonight --

By RONALD

Harold S. Madsen, former biological science major at San Jose
State college, will speak tonight
in Room S 210. He will discuss
the relationship between graduate
study and job opportunities in the
natural science field.

VOICES IN THE WIND
From Other College Campuses
By HELEN DAVIS

Since 1944, four moving pictures have been made on the
University of Nevada campus at Reno. Hollywood producers,
apaprently believing that Nevada is Sypieel---of American college
life, made "Margie’’, "Apartment for Peggy", "Mr. Belvedere Goes
To College", and "Mother Is A
Freshman"
Wolfpack
on
the
stamping grounds,%
t
.A" Student Leadership Confermuch like the training series to be given here, was held
last week on the Stanford campus
to discuss problems raised in student government and its organizations. Speakers included several
Deans of the university and student leaders. The conference was
designed to give interested students a well-rounded background
of material with which to understand the problems of the university community.

member of the H club, composed
of outstanding WI at hlete s.
Brown was an outstanding baseball player in his college days.
.
A chance to rate their professors under a new rating system of
questionnaire evaluation may be
the future privilege of students at
San Diego State college. The proposal was made- by a Faculty-Administration relations committee.
The committee which would handle the _evaluations will he composed of students and- faculty
members.
-

$10 each were imposed by the Senate Elections
Investigating committee at URN-

out -weighing the space advan- I students, The machine, army
surplus, was repainted, embeltage.
The aims of the Chi Pi Sigma lashed with the City College
are: "To promote good fellowship label and christened "Co-rd."
and to offer an opportunity for Painted across its nose is "S.F.
the
each member to learn and respect City College"to which
the opinion of others, to assume a Guardsman, student newspaper,
part in the group obligations, and mildly protested. It’s City College of San Francisco, officially.
lo share ’activities."
These aims are particularly_sigJoe E. Brgwn made a surprise
nificant, when you consider the
fact that any group of young male appearance recen t 1 y at the
students must first get along well Awards convocation for seniors at
together in order to maintain a the University of Hawaii. Brown,
successful departmental fraternity who is appearing in the Honolulu
Community Theatre play, "Harhouse.
vey", was made an honorary

versity of Southern California
last week against two members
of the Carater University Party
for distributing illegal and misleading leaflets in the current
election campaign
at
ESC.
Members of the 61-1’ will not
be allowed to take office, if
elected, until the fines are paid.
An agitated case of Spring
Fever was the alleged cause of
the water riot started in Syracuse, N.Y. a few days ago when
two Syracuse unkersity students,
belonging to different fraternities,
started a water pistol fight. The
thing grew until finally most of
the student body was participating in the riot, throwing buckets full of water at each water.
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ONE OF THE FINEST ART
DEPARTMENTS IN THE BAY AREA
le*/

ltRAW

’0517

That’s the catch-phrase of a
special anniversary edition of the
"Manila Bulletin," one of the
Philippines’ biggest newspapers,
now on, reserve in the reference

Issue WEIS ’recelved by Librarian Joyce Backus recently
from Dean James C. DeVoss. The
tabloid consists of 216 pages including a main news section and
six anniversary sections.’

Why Rent?
.Buy on
Rental Terms
We have a good selection of late model,
all makes.
Rebuilt Typewriters

HUNTER -PETERSON
rr &
112 South 5cond Skeet

EQUIPMENT CO. CY 4-2091
71 EAST SAN FERNANDO

terminate with Armed Forces day
on May 20. Military posts the
country over will show displays of
equipment and methods of defense.
Moffett Field Naval Air Base \
will open its gates to the public
this Saturday.
Lectures on
methods of defense, equipment
displays, and troop and air maneuvers aill highlight the program. The gates will be open
to the public all day from 8
a.m. to 5,p.m.
Dr. Vannevar Bush, wartime director of the Office of Scientific
Research and Development,- says,
"There need be no more ’ great
wars; yet there may be. If democracy loses its touch, then no
great war will be needed to overcome it. It it keeps and enhances
its strength, no great great- war
need come again. Yet there is
chance and change; a great war
may come in ways we do not see,
and free men must be ready."

First Aid & Vacation Supplies

Morehead-Fleming
Drug Co.-Free Delivery
CY 2-4114
2nd & San Fe-rirtdo

Student Pilgrimage to Europe
Treat the June graduate to a pilgrimage to

ROME (the Holy City), PARIS,
FLORENCE and other famous cities
A Wilt
(4
1.1

$521 to $572 no
Three 39 day itineraries soiling from New York
Jane 23-5541 to $372. Also three 36 day itinarorias sailing August 6-B521 to $552. All
expenses. Age limit -16t. 35 years.

Including tour escorts, round trip on S.S. Liguria ( formerly ( S.S.
Capt. Marcos), transportation in Europe, hotels (including taxes
and tips), meals, sightseeing, entrance fees, etc. Special Papal audience in Rome. Chaplains or moderators accompany tours.
’

-

Sponsored by

NATIONAL FEDERATION OF CATHOLIC COLLEGE STUDENTS
and

NEWMAN CLUB FEDERATION
Number of accommodations is limited so a rite or wire for literature,
information and applications
INTERNATIONAL CATHOLIC TRAVEL COMMITTEE
39 West 55th Street, New York 19, N. Y.
(All Prices quoted *bo,c iticlirde re cry **prose 01 dm ’Wm" friP)

BOB

CUSTER

New mans Present
Has Philippine Paper
y Dance S_ _ L..T--i,brary
Tropoiin
Exponent of naily_Phinp. racuo-ot
e

atintatt N e wm a-n club sprihg
go on sale Monday,
dimea-will
:e
Fred-Sevens, president of the club,
announced yesterday,
, The dance will be held in Newmiltilhall from 8 p.m. to midnight,
Friday, May 26, according to Carob-a-link, general chairman for
the- event.
Theme and music for the dance
will -be ’South American, ’with
Martin Sousa and his Rhythm
Counts as the featured orchestra.
Admission is $1 per couple. No
stage will be allowed. Attire is
dressy sport. Price of admission
will inClusIe refreshments and a
chance on the door prize.

war is .not a remote possibility. Neither is if
National Defense department.
Defense Week. Radio stations, newspapers, and
Organs are this week calling the attention of the

American people to the fact that
without adequate defense, this
country would he in immediate
danger of conquest by belligerent
world powers.
The veterans at an Jose State
college, 2511 of them, _know the
terrors and consequences of war.
Many of them also are intimate,ly
acquainted with what happened at
Pearl Harbor when we were inadequate in ’defense and alertness.
Members of the staff of the
ROTC department at San Jose
State college will speak at various civic organizations this
week to attempt to Impress the
seriousness of the need for
strong defense organs.
The number of men in our rept
ular military forces today number
about one and a half million.
These men are the "shock absorber" of our defense plan. Behind them stand the reserve organizations of the various service
branches.
Enrollment In the ROTC department at SJSC ii 306 students. Of these, about 170 are
veterans who nave contact with
the present plans for defense.
Few students know evek4 little about the country’s preparedness.
This week of informing the public of the country’s defenses will

Fines of

A clean-up machine which
--dame-where ..they -had , three __ma.luts Ha. way .among cigaret
houses for 25 men. The prac- -stubs, lecture notes and lunch
bags, restoring order out of
ticality of having all the mem--e-hao’h -Is now familiar to C-CmF
ber* in- one eentrat -building,

SPARTAN DAILY 3

Third-Wiirld War Is Possible
Says Defense Department

Candidates for three representative posts in the California state
assembly will speak it a forum
meeting Friday night at 8 o’clock
in the DeAnza hotel ballroom, according to Bob Whitall, chairman
of the college committee for the
San Jose Young Republicans.
The Young Republicans are
meeting," at
sponsoring the
which candidates for the 18th
senatorial district, the 28th and
29th assembly districts, all in
Santa Clara County, will pretient their platforms.
The forum is open to everyone,
including San Jose State college
students ,Whitall said.
The- program will be broadcast
over station KEEN.

imeng
Police Fraternity Occupies
Only Departmental House

1950

for
-L--& B.

HE KNOWS THEIR PROBLEMS:
A.W.S. President
MARILYN ZELLER
Baseball Coach
WALT WILLIAMS
President
A.S.&
SCHAFFER
DON
Boxing Coach
DEE PORTAL
Director of Athletics
TINY HARTRANFT
Class President
Senior
REID
BELMONT
Varsity Boxing
PETE FRANACICH
Varsity Track and Football
WOODY LINN
1949 Spardi Gras Chairman
DICK CIRIGLIANO
1949 Ftosh Football Coach
DICK PRITCHARD
A.S.B. President Colloge of Pacific
MOE HESS
Chairman March of Dimes
BOB KAVET
Editor Spartan Daily Fall ’49
GEORGE LAJEUNESSE
1950 Revelries
MITCHELL & ROCHE
and
OFFICERS OF CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS
On Bob Opfer’s popular radio program, "Campus Caravan" on Radio
Bob has interviewed all +ha &boy*, and many more campus figures
H. mars and undarstands their problems. A vote for Bob Custer will
aware greater representation for an ’Sudan! iictiviaias.

KLOK,

CUSTER for PRESIDENT.

:

,
SJS Candidates Announce"ASB Platforms
PresideW
Bob Custer, ASH presidential.
candidate, Says: "School enthilasm and spirit can be created by
more student body sponsored activities." Bob Custer is a junior
* business administration m ajo r
from Glendale.
Custer has been a member of
Spartan Shields and maintains a
weekly radio show- which highlights life around the Spartan
campus. He stresses the need for
a more representative government. "I want to see more representation and more interest in
activities by creating activities.
These would give the students an
opporunity to work together in a
more closely knit unit.
"I would like to see more oncampus rallies next year where
the student body officers could
have a chance to participate and
become acquainted with the students. I would sincerely attempt
to win the confidence of the administration no that student government can become more functional.".

Mitchell "Mitch" Banalakis is
running for president of .the Associated Students on a three plank platform. "Mitch" is a junior P.E. and commerce major and
has attended San Jose State for
the full three years of his college
career. He is a graduate of San
Leandro high school.
While at San Leandro, he was
president of both his sophomore
and junior classes. He was student body president his senior
year. Kanalakis represented his
high school on the city council
juvenile board and as a representative to Boy’s State.
"Mitch" outlined his platform
as: Stronger support for athletic
events to gain SJS national recognition, the return of Spardi .Gras
on a modified basis, and better
harmony between Student Council. faculty.- and Revelries committee.

partment should be arranged. He
feels the students should know
where the funds are going and
how they are being used.
Madsen, a junior from San.Jose,
has held the office of class representative to the Student Council for his freshman, sophemore
and junior classes. During his
sophomore year he was president
of his class. He feels he would
like to help foster more student
interest in student body affairs
and this could be brought about
by a more active class council
program.

Ray Lyon, candidate for ASB
presidency, favors the development of the town hall meeting
where students can air their
gripes. He, also wants to continue
the survey of a new Student H
pital Plan. A strong athletic program and a definite program for
Revelries are also planks in Lyon’s platform.
The candidate is a commerce
major from San Francisco. He has
been chairman of the Revelries
board and representative at large
on the Student Council for the
past year.

Jack Scheberrles says: "Because
I have served on the Student
Council for the last year, I feel
qualified to run for the office of
Student Body vice-president."
Scheberries is a navy veteran.
He served as sophomore
sentative to the student council.
Ile attended Fremont high wheal
in Oakland, California.

Dave Howe. ASB liresidentiel
candidate. says: "A stronger representation of the students in
running the administrative activities of ’student government."
"1 ant in.favor of an independent govegnmept, a more comprehensive health program for those
not coVered at present, and More
student activities to keep pace
with the rapid expansion of the
student body and college, for ex- - Davie htitlovidt. ASH presidenample. a Itilicert series," he con- tial candidate, says: "San Jose
State college is in the doldrums
tinued.
with its activities. One by one
D o n ’s background includes they have been cut out by the adpresident of the sophomore class, ministration. It Is necessary and
leadership training at Camp Min- essential that we revive our stuawarica, co-chairman of the WS- dent activities."
SF drive, junior class student
A physical education major
council-representative, council
from Glendale, Calif., Millovich
member of the freshman, sophofeels the spirit and interest in stumore. and junior classes, member
dent government and activities
of the Fairness committee, and
has been at n low ebb in the past
chairman of the students’ activifew years. "It takes no critical
ties board.
analysis ’to perceive ihat the students now wish to.. achieve their
rightful place pf prominencif. We
need organiation.’

’tans Closet

Ed Mosher, candidate for ASB
president, declares: "A progressive administration which primarily gives the students a more independent hand in government is
what I believe is needed _at San
Jose State college."
Mother, who served two years
as Homecoming chairman and
three years on the Rally -committee, stated, ’Such things as the
curtailment of Spardi Gras and
the rigid controls over Revelries
shouldn’t be allowed to happen
again." He advocates a reorganization of certain phases of some
student committees.
The aspirant for president is a
San Jose resident. He is a junior
speech and drama major.

(40
LShO
COTTONS
and rayons lead the
summer fashion parade/.
Junior, regular and hall.
sizes in styles for teen-agers
to graceful grandma’s.
Definitely
budget...dust
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-Ed Miller is a candidate for
vice-persident. He is a junior, has
played three years of football at
San Jose State, and had a part in
this year’s production of Revelries. Ed is an economics major.
In his platform, Ed Miller favors more student participation in
activities and more rallies.

Recording Sec’y.
Barbara Downey, recording secretary candidate, declares: "Past
experience as student body secretary for Monterey Peninsula college makes me feel that I am capable of handling the job of recording secretary at San Jose State
college."
Miss Downey is a junior education major from Monterey. She
feels it is the duty of the recording secretary to cooperate with
student body officers as well as
the administration.

Soph Council Rep..

Richard

Tidiel,

representative-at-large, is

Women’s
Rep.-at-large

Special Rental Rates for Students
3 months $10.00Used Standard & Portable Machines For Sale
Also New Portablta
Easy Payment Plan
--CORONA UNDERWOOD
ROYAL REMINGTON
Est.

I 900

24 So. 2nd St., CYpress 3-6383

Save Time
"Bachelor
Shirts

11-Hr. Service

Shirtlaundry"

in at 9:00

Out at 5:00

q0/des leat
Dry_Cletiners
Mein Plant
25-29 S. Third Street
231 Willow
275 E. William
356 E Rimid
1199 Franklin. Santa Clara

CYpiiiss 2-1052 .24th 1 Santa Clara
1335 Lincoln, Willow Glen
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Made to Order
Gilts That Will Really Be Appreciated
Complete Line of Leathercraft Supplies
Tooling - Calf Linings - Modeling Tools
Buckles - Snaps - Dyes - Lacing - Wallet
Hien & Backs’ Unborn Calfskin,

Let Us Help You 6.t Started
We Give Leather Craft Lerseesse.

SANDALS
Made to Order

Jr. Council Rep.

Corresponding
.
Secretary

a vicele-presidential
1.,:aaevke
h Ship,, acandidate
casntdeiady
jimr ibr
a
candidate,
tMe, a dsaseyns,
Lorstta Thureson, candidate for class council representative, says:
0 ALTO_ tion between the Student Council corresponding secretary, says:
been
member
and_the PhYsical.- Education _d_ would fulfill the duties of the 1:r1;11

TYPEWRITERS
for rent SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.

. _:

Male Rep.-at-large

candidate for
a sophomore at San joie .State college
from Palo Alto. Thiel has held
several class offices such as freshman class treasurer, and member
of the class council.
Trying to emphasize the lack of
interest whieh students seem to
have about governmental affairs,
Thief stated, "As a student body
Pat MacFadden, recording sec- officer, I would feel it my responretary candidate, says: "One who sibility to create more of an inserves the student body should terest in student body .activities."
be interested in the school affairs.
It is up to the leaders not only to
lead but also to serve the students," Pat MacFadden, junior
education from Sacramento, Calif.,
stated yesterday.
As a former member of the
Barbara Gale, candidate for
sophomore and junior class coun- repfesentative-at-large, says:
"I
.cils Miss MacFadden says, she promis to, represent the entire
realizes the important job a stu- student body, not just one group."
dent has who serves in govern- Barbara is a junior who transmental affairs. "I. would like to ferred from San Francisco State.
have the opportunity to serve my She is majoring in occupational
school, and I will try to do my therapy.
best."
Barbara feels that social activity is one way to integrate more
recording
seMarian Swanson,
activities that all can enter.
retary candidate, is seeking the
position of recording secretary.
Miss Swanson is a junior education major from Kingsburg, Calif.
A former student body representaOwen Hall is running for junior
tive to Camp Miniwanca, Miss representative. He is a sophomore,
Swanson feels that cooperation majoring
in
commercial
art.
with the Student Council is the Through Sigma Alpha Epsilon framost effective way to do a job.
ternity, he has this year been
heading a program to bring foreign students to institutions in
this country where educational
opportunities are greater.

VIS

G. A. BLANCHARD

juniOr ’council member and junior the sophomore class marital and
class president.
I p
ise to be just as faithful in
att dance at the student council
Harvey -Jordan, candidate for mee
gs if I am elected’ junior ASB treasurer, advocates "larger class epresentative."
facilities for the Spartan Daily,
Sin’- is a police major_ rrom.-4
:
Speech and Drama department,
PennsylVania.
.
Police school, and full support of Readin
a larger athletic program."
.
Jordan, a junior Political Science major, feels that he is qualified for the -office, having gradDan K wles, candidate for
uated from the Army finance sophomore ’representative, says:,,
school and spending two years in "In an election such as this, the
the Army finance department.
question is not so much who can
Although he has not held any do the job as who will do it? My
offices at SJS, Jordan was student only campaign promise is that if
body president at Santa Ana Sen- elected, I will do the job stycessior high and vice-president of the fully."
freshman class at Bellarrnine high
Knowles is a freshman - music
in San Jose. He was active in major from Campbell, Calif. --In.
sports during his prep days, hav- high school he was editor. of the
ing competed in football and school paper and treasurer of-the
swimming at Satita Ana and ten- student body.
nis at Bellarmine:
George MaeDosald,-- candidate
for sophomore class representar
tive, stated yesterday that, "he
,
would work hard. Id malie,the
Steve Everett, candidate for class of ’53 the most cooperative......
representative-at-large, .maintains and active organization dt SJS""
MacDonald has _tregri_on the
that San Jose State college is
:7 -La’
Afthe-- top frosh-council--for
is a business administration major
Pacific coast colleges.
"We have gained prominence as from Oakland.
teachttr-training institution and
now we are being recognized for
our -all aitiund athletielitogratit,"
Everett stated. Everett is a junior from Los Angeles. He formerly attended Santa Monica City
College where he was on the student council.
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of my abilitY: and would keep thel
correspondence up to date." Miss’
Thureson, a sophomore, is an oc-I
cupational therapy major who has
taken part in work of the Social I
Affairs committee for the past I
year.
.

Try Our
SANDWICHES

THE COOP

Dial

CYpress 3-6624
73 E. SAN FERNANDO

Treasurer
Pete-candidate for
treasurer, feels he is qualified for
the job of treasurer because he
has had "a good deal of accounting experience." Cirivilleri is an
accounting major from Pittsburg,
California. He was sophomore and

Lt. Colonel Watts
Reports to School
Lieutenant
Colonel
James
Military Science department, has received orders to report to the_Commanding General
Staff school, Fort Leavenworth, t Kansas, at
mer quarter, according to Colonel
James Hea, head of the SM.+.
ROTC department.

Watts,

’PROM TIME
AHEAD
Let us help you get your tux or
gown into perfect condition.

ART CLEANERS
398 EAST SANTA CLARA STREET
CYpress 3-9309

"Catering_to those Who Core"
DAVE ROSENTHAL, JR., Ownr-Operator
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Donna Cooter
Is New Head
Of Kappa Phi

ci
Phi Sigma Kappa Prexy
Announces Engagement
Phi Sigma Kappa fraternit’y
President Coy Staggs highlighted
the annual fraternity spring formal, dance Friday night .with the
; announcement of his eingaccment
to Miss June Crabbe.
More that% TO couples %ere on
hand at the Devonshire country
club to hear the romantic news.
Miss Crabbe to a SJSC sophomore coed from Palo Alto, while
Stagg% is a junior business admlnistrattots Major from Firebaugh. Calif. No date has been

set for the wedding.
Pledges honored at the annual
PSK affair included Jack Angius,
Paul Bryan, Don Frog,, Steve
Hailstone, Larry Nor to n, Dick
Schoen, and George Simon.
Pledge Master Scott Chestnutt
entertained the dance guests with
two vocal numbers during the
evening, "Finlandia" and "Summertime."
Elmer Vincent and his orchestra provided themusk for dancing.

.- Joan Brodhead Will Lead
Alpha Chi Omega Members

Donna Cooter was elected president of Kappa Phi, Methodist
Women’s organization, during a
recent meeting.’ She is a junior
at SJSC majoring in generel elementary educatibn.
Other newly-elected officers of
Kappa Phi include Dorothy Alexander, vice-president; Barbara
Echart, corresponding secretary;
Jean Saxon, recording secretary;
Diane Kinney, treasurer; Shirley
Mitchel, chaplain; Joan Spencer,
historian.
Chairmen are Gloria McDonough, publiciti; Audry Cross,
program; Mona Logan, social;
Margaret Larsen, finance; Helen Kimsey, membership; Char- _
laine Wilson, music; Lois Rog.
ers, art; Leverta Raley, invitations.
First prize for making the highest single earning in Kappa Phi’s
"triple-or-else" was won by Helen
Kimsey. Second prize was won
Jean Saxon and third prize,
Joan Spencer.

by

Joan 13rodhcad was installed as ’ Elizabeth Pitman, Lyre editor;
president of MON Chi Omega! Donna Plank, historian-librarian;
during a recent sorority meeting Janet Coombs,- chaplain; Nancy_
at the chapter house, 262 S. Sev- Hershe, w a r de n; Joan Michell,
enth street. Miss Brodhead re- rush chairman; Roberta Stine,
places Beverly Ricketts, outgoing activities; Gerrie Lopes, social;
president.
Lynn Snider, publicity; Lorraine
Other
Alpha Chi Omega Lackey, scholarship: Nadine Casofficers bedside -Salty Diekman, tor, house manager.
treasurer; Elsie Laiviion, correFollowing t h e installation,
spondlug secretary; Lavonne
Miss Ricketts was presented
Peter s, recording secretary;
with a piece of sterling silver
Beverly Ricketts, senior Panheland Miss Brodhead was given
lenic rt,preseetative; and Joan
a gavel guard for her sorority
SlichelL junior Panhellenic.
Pin-

new

Foismals Spotlight AWS Show

Edith Barnes Lets
’Cat Out of Bag’
Mrs. Verl Vandivert chose an
unusual method to announce the
engagement of Miss Edith Barnes
and Richard Knipper, at an informal gathering in her S. 14th street
home.
A white satin bag was opened
to reveal a small cat with a tag
around its neck, labeled "Edith
and Richard."
The bride-elect is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. George H. Barnes
of Visalia. She is a graduate of
San Jose State college.
Her fiance is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert E. Knipper of
Modesto. He was graduated from
San Jose State college with an
A.B. in commercial art, and is now
a graduate student at SJSC. His
social affiliations include Delta
Sigma Gamma and Alpha Delta

Delta Sigma Phi
Pins Nine Pledges
Delta Sigma Phi f r a t erni t y
piedgett-rttne-men-lit-r-the =chapter
house Monday night._
This is the fraternity’s third
7 pledge class since it was recognized as an on-campus ;organize: tion less than a year ago.
The neophytes are John Haynes,
Neal Heffernan, Joseph Lopez,
William McBee, Hal Morton, Angelo DiPietro, Bert Watson Jr.,
John Young Jr., and CI a rence
Richardson. "Dusty" Rhode was
chosen pledge master.

’Time and the Conways’
June 8 - 13

The San Jose Players will present their annual dance, the
"Spring Ding" Friday, May 19.
from 9 until 1 o’clock. The dance,
which is to be held at Eagle Hall
on N,"Third-IT’reet, will be dressy
..stiort. Bids are selling at $1.50,
and the dance is open to all.

Summer formals -were featured at the AWS fashion show
"Swing Into Spring," which was
held Miry 10, in the Catholic
Women’s Center ballroom. Pictured from left to right are
Paul Nichol s, -Susan’ Harris,
Thelma Goul d, Lee Willman,
Marjorie Fitts, and Don Laughrey.
photo by Hildenbrandt.

Theta Mu Sigma fraternity added the names of nine new pledge
to the organization’s roster Mon,
day night, according to Bill Finger, publicity chairman.
Neophytes include Mel Glass,
Buzz Rhine, Ron Mac Kenzie,
James Kongsle, Alan Selave r,
Glenn George, Ha rold Aguirre,
Grandison Perry, and Tom Keane.
Saturday, May 13, was the date
chosen by TMS to honor their
parents. The -chapter house on S.
10th street was the site of the
regular Mother’s club meeting,
with fathers also in attendance.
Fraternity members took the
meeting as an opportunity to
Indoctrinate their families to
the ways of fraternity life. A
tour of the house was cialmin-

ated by a buffet dinner in the
evening. Brothers Bill Pack,
Mel Sousa, Don Newnan and
Roy Holeman wielded the carving knives, Parents present at
the affair journeyed from Sacramento, San Francisco, Berkeley, and points in between, according to "Scribe" Finger.
Mother’s Club Elects Officers
Newly-elected officers of the
Theta Mu Sigma Mother’s club
include Mrs. Oliver Dibble, president; Mrs. A. C. Nelson, secretary: and Mrs. Daniel Sagehorn,
treasurer. The "moms" were feted recently at the chapter hoiese
on S. 10th street preceding the
regular business meeting.

Chi Omega Honors
ANDREE’S
Mothers at Party
Drive-In Restaurant
_ Forty_ mothers of Chi Omega
members were honored Friday
afternoon at a special Mother’s
day party in the chapter house,
435 S. Sixth street.
. Each guest received a gift of a
red’ and white gingham apron.
Table decorations for the ,affair
consisted of stick-figure dolls depicting four stages of growing up:
childhood, high school, college and
the wedding day.
Chi Omega "Dull Skulls’ were
featured during the entertainment
program, which also i ncl uded
movies shown by Mrs. G. A. MacCallum, sorority adviser.
Betty Schauer was ge neral
chairman for the event.

Appointments ors now bng token for placement pictures.
sites 21/2"131/2".

$5.00 dozen

$3.50 half dozen

"Proofs Shown In Three Days"

BUSHNELL’S STUDIO

CYpress 4-8877

34 No. First St.

JEW

(Acrou From Civic Auditorium)
SAN CARLOS end ALMADEN STS.
Smokiest Lunch Diener
Try Our Famous
Ber4Cuad Spare Ribs
with Saociol Seine
.......
Horne-Made Chili with
Fula’ Ground Beef
French Fried
Prawns
ANDREE’S SPECIAL
HorneMadsi App6 Dumpling litO
with hot rum SWAG

gm’

300
85

250

Deep Dish Pies
Open Every Day. 7:30 am. ’till I a.m.
Fri.-Sat. till 3 am.Car Soreice

STUDENTS ENDORSE DOWN
May IS, 19,50
An Open Letter To All Students:
Student government is your government. You want it run
efficiently and smoothly. The best student government requ’res
well trained, capable and experienced leaders.
Our candidate for A.S.B. president, DAVE DOWN, has
these qualifications. For this reason, and because we know that
Dave is interested in you as studints of San Jose State College,
’ WE, the .undersigned, wholeheartedly endoisq,DAVE DOWN
for this office and urge your support in this election.
Signed:
Tom Arvin
Mike Barchi
Tad Bonell
Gene Cahill
Joan Brodhead
Mary Lou Carli
Bob Dean
Duke Dares
Darleen Dewey
Kay Dewey
Nancy Embshoff
Pat Flanagan

LOVES

Ed Gaspar
John Gregory
Dick Hoffman
Carl Holmberg
Betty Ishimattu
Keeler
J
Bob King
Da6 LaMar
Bob Madsen
Bill Martin
Jack Passey
Bob Pettengill

Marsh Pitman
Belmont Roid
Jack Scheberies
Deloris Petersci
Mary Harris
Bob Tack
Bill Schultz
Fred Severs,
Led Spolyar
Phil Ward
Marge Weaver

DIAMONDS

NAME

Vote at ASB Elections Tomorrow

Seniors . . . Get Your
Placement Pictures Now

3

Theta Mt Sigma. Adds
Name’s of _Nine Pledges

EVERYBODY

Si Players, Hold Dance

SPARTAN DAILY

Wednesday, May 17, 1950

Yes, Gensler-Lee Sells More
Diamonds Than Any Other
Jeweler in Th-e
Engagement 45, ,1_1.edding- Rings
115 So. ’First St, San Jose -

1
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By "Rod" Rodrigues
All canipus organizations are
invited to submit entries to back
either White or Gold teams in the
first a n n ual student supported
football game to be held Saturday
morning, May 20, from 10 o’clock
to noon, at Spartan stadium, Bill
Perry, assistant coach, announced
yesterday.
This is not the intrasquad game,
which will be held June 7.
Campus interest is mounting for
the game and a large student
turnout is expected. Perry requested that all
organizations interested in contributing
their support to one of the teams
submit their entries to him in the
Men’s gym office before noon
Thursday.
Representatives are asked to
leave -their names along with
the applications. Names will be
drawn out of a hat for the purpose of team-backing assignments. Perry will notify the
representatives as to w h le h
team they will support Thursday afternoon.
Participating organizations are
requested to back their teams to
Coach Tom Cuitottorg-baseball the utmost, either ocally or with
younguns went wild by committing six errors as the University
of San Francisco freshmen blasted the San Joseans, 11-4, yesterday at Municipal stadium.
The host squad grasped but four
hits from the offerings of the Don
hurling staff, while three Spartan
By DAN HR1.3BY
twirlers served the visiting batsmen 11 juicy bingles.
The arduous ascent of San’ Jose
San Jose catcher MTh Beach State college to the top in athkept the Gold and White batters letics recently assumed doubleplate warm with two hits.
barreled proportions with the
founding of the SPAR -TEN club.
The club, members, who fork over
RENT A
$10 apiece to join, receive sundry
Ke-I, TYPEWRITER
privileges, including choice seats
SPECIAL STUDENT $110
at Spartan athletic events.
RATE 3M0N1NS
The club now numbers 250
KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
members, and still is growing,
SAN cFPNANDO CY-1 7501
according to Glenn "Tiny" Hartrsoft, PE department head. The
tremendous success of -so-called
Roosters’ clubs at other colleges
prompted SJSC’s move to found
a club. Stanford’s "Buck of the
Don’t go around in circles
Month" club has permitted the
when it comes time to
Farm to obtain many of the
choose a good restaurant.
state’s prized freshman athletes.
Try KEN’S. ’
Recently, the Bulldog boosters
of Fresno State threw their hat
into the ring, and ostentaciously
so. Running a full-page ad in the
Fresno -Bee, the boosters called
for, of all things, more boosters.
Prospective -Fres’no State backers,
who collectively, will be grouped
under the masthead, "Bulldog
Foundation," are requested to Day
$1000 to join, or less, Catch that
"or less." The bobsters want $32,500 for 35 varsity scholarships
and 30 freshman scholarships. -

KEN’S PINE INN
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Tennis Slate
Nears Climax
The 1950 tennis season will
close Saturday, when the San
Jose State college Spartans ,face
Pepperdine college for the CCAA
croWn-fer-the Sp a r t-a-n-viilage
courts. The Saturday date was
set after two prior postponements.
On Friday, Coach Ted Mumby’s
net clan treks to a nearby farm,
commonly referred’ to as Stanford
university, where the Gold and
White will attempt to &Um the
strong Indian netsters. Stanford
returned from their weekend
southern tour with two more defeats to their record.
.USC and UCLA, the two Los
Angeles net p0 w e r s, brushed
aside the Cards in easy fashion,
but the Injuna will be lukewarm
favorites to trip San Jose.
Pepperdine, southern division
winners of the CCAA conference,
and San Jose are rated even. The
Waves will be after a loop crown
in their initial year in the CCAA.
The Raiders, enjoying one of their
most successful years, hope to bow
out-e(----the- conference ndtlsleague title.
The SJS season r ecord now
stands at 15 wins, 5 losses, for a
350 percentage.

Menges the Prestidigitator Prepares for Saturday
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Spinning into action in a recent spring football drill is olle of
Coach Bob Bronzan’s backfield quartets. From left to right: Left halfback Buddy Trains, Fullback Dave Wilkins, Quarterback Gene
Menges, and IlIght-halffback Bob Osborne. Menges will head either
the White or Gold team in Saturday morning’s first annual, student supported game scrimmage to be held at Spartan stadium.
photo by Gmelin
bands and song-girls. The game
will be held to stimulate lagging
school spirit, and to give San JoseState college students an opportunity to get their first look at
the 1950 version of the Spartan
grid squad.
Saturday’s game will be the
first chance for students to see
the gridders in action before the
intra-squad game. All students
are invited to attend.
Gold and White teams will be
he a de d by Quarterbacks Gene
Menges and Dean Sensenbaugh,
respectively. Team rosters will
not be made up until game time.
verbial pebble throw in the rivulet. SJSC fame, garnered from
athletie conquests of recent years,
has helped the Spartan basketball
team cinch a spot on the Madison
square garden schedule for next
season.
What team the Golden Raiders
will meet is unknown. The garden
game entails an eastern Junket
which calls for some fancy scheduling of crops-country affrays to
keep the hoopsters busy.
Along with the other easaba
pilots attending the NCAA
coaches convention in March,
Walt McPherson was asked to
vote on the assets and liabilities
of the controversial two-minute
rule. The vote was unanimous for
elimination of the rule, but among
the, few dissenters was our McPhirson.
Actually. tbe MSC coach was
not voting for prolongation of
the statute, but for adoption of
another regulation with sundry
c ha n ge s. "Mac" favored the
system used in the Big Ten
conference last season.
There, the colleges kgreed to
change the objectionable part of
the rule so that a team leading
in the last two minutes of the
game does not get automattc control of the ball after a free throw
or a toss-up.

America has its Taft-Hartley
-Plaeing 4.7th on the national
law, lignaaa_ho-Ita-’-’hltle_lows,"
_ as like the pro_
but---the=Neittitt=bmetrigfitexhave have the "Tafoya Medical
rule," named after Al Tafoya, San
Jose State colleges’ great 130-1b.
boxer.
The rule evolved from the
Wisconsin-MSC bouts of last
year at Mad! so n. Midway
through the joust, Tafoya suffered a gash above the eye,
which sent the scrappy Santa
(loran to the dressing room for
medical treatment.

Your last chance to save
$1.25 on

LIFE
and $1.50 on

TIME
Subscribe at the Special Senior Rate

YOUR SPARTAN SHOP

The lone physician in attendance was "disinclined" toward
treating the boxer because ’he
wanted to watch the bouts."
Meanwhile, .the gladiator’s injury
mushroomed to golf-bal size and
time ambled on.
Because of the delay in treating
the injury, Tafoya was kept out
of the NCAA tourney. The incident, however, was brought to the
attention of the rules committee.
Now a minimum of two "sawbones" must be present at all b0Xing matches. The sobriquet, Tafoyemedical rule, wag originated
by Dee, and Al yet has to live
It down.

’Time and the Conways
June 8 - 13

Golfers Win;
Hopkins Stars
Jay ’Hopkins, with a six under
par 64, set a new San Jose State
college golf record yesterday as
the Spartans defeated the University of Santa Clara, 24% to
at La Rinconada.
;Playing No. 3 potition Hopkins
posted-- the lowest medal-score
ever shot by a S.IS golfer in competitive play. ’He bettered, by a
stroke, Warren MacCarty’s round
of 65 scored against Stanford at
San Jose Country club in 1948.
In all Hopkins had eight birdies, eight pars; and two bogies.
Four of those birdies came in succession as he chopped a stroke
off par on the sixth, seventh,
eighth, and ninth holes.
Hopkins was. four under on the
front’ nine. After taking a bogie
on the 12th he got birdies on the
13th, 15th, and 18th holes.
Lost somewhat in the bright-,
ness of is teammate’s achievements, MacCarty posted a very
respectable two under par 68. in
-combining talents- with Ken Venturi to blank Pat Kennedy and
Don Keith on all three counts in
the feature match.
Hopkins and Tony Poschopny
trimmed Johh Kilty and Joe Dunlay, 7-2. Dunlap won the points
for the Broncos by edging Posct
epny.

IF120111

-Candidate E.
promises . . .
"TWO

CHUCKBURGERS
IN EVERY POT"
for -a sample of those delicious
chuckburgers. come over to the
Chuck Wagon. Huge cups of
steaming hot coffee and other
barbecued delicacies, too. You’ll
love if.

Benedict’s

CHUCK
WAGON
2nd & San Salvador
_1

Save $79.00
ROUND TRIP TO HONOLULU

DC 4’s
SAVE $$ COAST -TO-COAST BY AIR

American Bus Lines
Coast-to-Coast
91/2 Hrs. to Los Angeles
BUS DEPOT43I/2 SOUTH MARKELSTRF_ET

IT’S OUT OF THIS WORLD!

"UP THE RIVER"
510041- IN CAPITOLA
ROMANCE IN DINING!
Dancing in ithe Beautiful

"Reck Ream

1)

45-minute drive to "Capitola-by-the-Sea."
Have your next party here. Fraternity and
sorority fetes welcomed. For reservations
PHONE SANTA CRUZ 6140

Tie
ch

.4;

Inter-frat Council College Airmen.,
Sponsors Sing-fest Wing for Prizes

’

Harmony from male choruses
will fill the Morris Dailey auditorium at 7:30 p.m. May 31, The
second annual spring sing sponsored tSy t he Inter-fraternity
council will take place two weeks
from Wednesday, according to
Charles Ablidgaart chairman of
the Spring Sing committee.
All members of the Inter-fraternity council may participate.
The winner will be awarded the
perpetual trophy, won last year
by Sigma Alpha Epsilon. There
Is no award for other participants.
Each entrant will be allowed to
sing two songs and will be judged
on musical presentation and appearance. IFC rules prohibit solos,
instrument-al accompaniment, and
props. Each group may wear any
costumes they choose.
Three judges will pick the winner. They -have not as yet been
The Spring Sing -committee rotates each year to a different
member of the council. Arrangetnents for the affair last spring
were handled by Theta Chi, and
over this year by
rill be
Sigma Alpha Epsilon.

r’ken.

ifflitissified Ads

Despite high fog and limited
visabilfty until early in the afternoon, Alpha Eta Rho’s third annual air meet found J.7M. Cook
taking first place in the barrier.
landing event and third in level
bombing to take first place honors.

The meet was held Sunday at
the Warm Springs . airport and
_saw San Jose State college students and faculty members competing for honors. In the only faculty event, D. L. James and
Thomas Leonard, as a team, defeated 0. A. Israelson and Josh
Brady in the Navigation event.
Second prize in the student category went to Pat Flanagan for
her second place in the 180 spot
landings and second in the barrier
landings.
Individual scores were as follows: 360 spot landing --- .Lowell
Grattan, 1st; 180 spot landings --Bill Ross, 1st, Pat Flanagan, 2nd,
Harold Stevens, 3rd; level bombing - - Dave Hay, 1st, Tip Harr,
2nd, J. M. Cook, 3rd; barrier
landings -- J. M. Cook, 1st, Pat
Flanagan, 2nd, Howard Stepp, 3rd.
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FOR RENT
Vacancy for one male student,
Close to college, ideal for study,
$15. 360 S. Ninth street.
Gentlemen: Nice front. room,
large windows: also one with twin
beds. Phone in hall, close to college, very reasonable. 281 E. San
Fernando street.

Dick Reinhart and his orchestra
have been sinned by the Social
Affairs committee to play for the
May 27 Chapel Ball, according to
Chairman Duke Deras.
Recently featured at the Edgewater in San Francisco, Reinhart
and his unit will introduce singer
FOR MALE
Betty Brownell to SJSC ball at’42 Ford .club coupe, runs good,
tendants, Deras says.
must sell now. Best offer takes.
The traditional Chapel dance
93 Spartan City, after 5:30 p.m.
has been chanfed to a"dressy,"
WANTED
Portable typewriter with tabulator. George Head. Leave phone
number at CY 3-4636.
Girl to stay nights with children
for her room and board. Extra
work some weekends for pay. Call
CY 3-3829 before Saturday.

StudenAVebate

rather than a semi-formal, affair,- according to an announcement made during the regular
Social Affairs meeting on Monday.
Gold and white starred bids will
be distributed to student body
card holders next week, Derassays. The ducats, which are free
to ASB members, will-be handled
In a Library Arch booth. "The
600 available bids are expected to
go quickly," the chairman said.
Decorations will consist of a
royal blue ceiling for the Civic
auditorium, upon which 210 gold
stars will be highlighted, Dorothy
Littig, decorations chairman, disclosed. The chapel replica, which
is being constructed by Alpha
Phi Omega, will be the outstanding attraction of the evening.
Patrons for the evening’ will
Include Dean Helen Dinernick,
Dean Paul" Pitman, Mrs. kens
Pritchard, Dr. and Mrs. H. M.
Clark, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Ltp,
ick, Miss Anna Loze, and Mr.
Edward CundIff.
Intermission entertainment will
be furnished by SJSC coed Mille
Betty June Holt, popular campus
vocalist, Deras disclosed.

A team from City college of
San Francisco took part in a debate with a San Jose State college
team yesterday morning in Room
B 19, according to Wilbur F. Luick, Forensics adviser.
The Spartan team of Glyndon
LOST
Riley and Bill Morris took the
Delta ’Zeta sorority pin, name affirmative side of the debate
Dorothy Littig on back. Please question, whether basic non-agrireturn to Information office.
cultural industries should be nationalized.
The negative side was taken by
SERVICES
Dick Schnal and Paul Peterson of
Public stenography: Term pa- the City college of San Francisco.
pers, reasonable. Etta Alcorn, 506
Twohy Bldg., 210 S. First street.
CY 2-3070.
Dr. Ralph J. Smith, head of the
Typing done, also shorthand;
rapid, accurate, 20 years experi- Engineering department at San
ence. Student rate $1.25 hour. Jose State college and president
of the Engineers club of San Jose,
28 S. 13th street. CY 3-0738.
will address a banquet of the
accurately,
Term papers typed
Santa Clara Valley Archifects’
rapidly; reasonably priced. Phone
association To be held tonight at
priced. Phone CY 4-1784.
Santa Cruz. His subject will be,
"Bridges That Failed."
PERSONALS
Found: An experienced, capable
man for ASB president. Vote
DOWN your next president.
All students interested in an experienced, capable ASB president
meet at the polls Thursday to
vote for’ DAVE DOWN.
Millie: I love you. All is forgiven, please come back with my
AT PRICES
ASB card so I can vote for DAVE
DOWN for president.

Smith Will Gire Speech

Newman ...frarExecut ve meet- ’Madsen will speak on employment
ing tonight-at, T o’clock,
prospects in biological science at
English aliiititiOst: Attention, 7:45 p.m. in Room S 210.
AWS: Meet in Room 24 today
English m "Jo rT and minors
’hose intending to do their stu- at 4:30 p.m.
Tau Gamma: All new members
dent teaching in the fall must sign
lip in the English office, Room urged to attend the 7 o’clock
If=128:--not later than May 29. - meeting tonight in the Women’s
* Delta Phi Upsilon: 3:30 p.m. gym.
Alpha Eta Rho: Formal initiameeting today in Room D-25.
Eta Epsilon: Election results tion at Vahles tonight at 7 p.m.
VVAA Swim Club: There will be
Will he announced at the 7:30
o’clock meeting tonight in the recreational swimming for girls
only in the pool in the Men’s gym
homi -kbriomics building.
PI Omega- PI: 5:30 p.m. meet- frog’ 7 to 9 o’clock tonight.
rencing Club: There will be a
ing in the Student Union Friday.
Prospective -members check bulle- meeting at 3:30 p.m. today in the
lin board across from commerce Women’s gym.
Relief Committee: Meet at 7:30
office for details.
Student l’: General meeting to- o’clock tonight in Room 10. Urnight at 7:30 o’clock in the Stu- gent.
dent Y house.
Eta Mu PI: Formal initiation
itt 7:30 o’clock tonight in Lou’s
Dean of Men Paul M. Pitman,
Fifteen women have filed petiVillage.
Social Science majors and min- tions to run for AWS offices. The who leaves San Jose State college
ors: Dr. George G. Bruntz. associ- elections will be held May 18 and June 30 to become president of the
College of Idaho, will be the
ate professor of history and politispeaker Sunday at the 11 a.m.
cal science, asks that -all’ social-- 19,_ajong_with ASB elections.
Those vying for offices are Joan services of the First Congregicteience majors and minors planning to do student teaching next Hale, Lynn MacDonald, president; tional church.
The Rev. Stephen C. Peabody,
year report to Room 7 Thursday JbAnn Keeler. Marilyn Russell,
pastor of the church, extends an
at 3 p.m.
vice-president; Pat Flanagan, BarTau Delta Phi: 7:15 p.m, meet- bara Hocking, Marilyn Pestarino, invitation to college students to
attend the service to hear Dean
ing tomorrow in the tower.
second vice-president; Shirley
Sigma -1’1: Check main bulletin Crandall, Nadine Castor, Betty Pitman’s "farewell address."
hoard for meeting place to prac- Darendinger, Joyce Malone, Jo
tice for Spring Sing.
Ann Moore, secretary: Ingrid AnSophomore Council: Meet at 4 dersson, Nancy Embshoff and Milp.m. today in the Student Union dred Knowles, treasurer.
to plan for the Mixer.
Freshman Class Council: Meet
in Room 39 at 4 p.m. to set new
date for the Mixer.
Class of ’50: Senior Ball bid
make-up meet in Room 121 toFRESH STRAWBERRIES direct from the Patch made into
night at 7:30 o’clock.
luscious Strawberry Cream Pies, Boston Cream Pies, Short
All Concerned With Frosh-Soph
Cakes, and Pastries. A real TREAT!
Mixer: Important meeting in
Room 39 today at 4 p.m.
s,
Acadenilc Scholars: M-o
election of officers, and refq.sh221 S. 2nd Opposit
YWCA CY 4-3717.
Merits arein sbare for next Wed_lieB4ax)1_111gc.
.,am om igalsompek

15 AWS Petitions Filed

Chapel BallCommittee Signs
Dick Reinhcirt and Orchestra

Pitman to Speak

VOTE FOR

JACK SCHEBERIES,
ASB VICE-PRES. "

EVERYTHING FOR TENNIS
2.50 & up
RESTRINGING
REPAIRING While You Wait
SHOES
BALLS
TENNIS SHORTS
SOX
THAT ARE RIGHT

GORDON’S SPORT SHOP
121 E. SAN FERNANDO

Across from Cal. Book Co.

’Time and the Conways’
June 8 - 13

A HOUSE MANAGER’S ANSWER

CHATTERTON BAKERY

Brown to

ATTENTION
GOLFERS!

Address AWS,

Major Howard Brown, ROTC
at..San Jose State colinstructia.
lege, will be-guest speaker at the
:AWS maeUng.today in Room 24
at 4:30 pm. ’
He will show slides and speak
about the South Sea islands, acCording to Ingrid Andersson.:proehairman.
_ MI women students are invited
4o attend.

Golf and day of the week
except Sat.,and Sun.
Monthly Rate Cards are now
available with ASB card.

only $4.00
PNOTOGRAPHIE
PORTRAIT
PUBLICITY

COMMERCIAL
ADVERTISING

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY
CY 3-1208

1207 E. Santa Clara

Golf clubs and golf balls can
be rented for 50c a day.

HILLVIEW
Golf. Course TULLY ROAD

Tulane University is the Stu/lent
Center because it’s a cheerful place
full of friendry collegiate atmosphere. And when the gang gathers

A

41:WIt

In New Orleans, Louisiana, a favorite gathering spot o, students at

CY 5-8550

around, ice-cold Coca-Cola gets the
call. For here, as in university
haunts everywhereCoke belongs.
Ask for it either way ...boil:
trade-marks mean Me same thing.
110111.117-Ui90911 AUTHOMTY Of THE COCA-COLA COMPANY -SY

COCA-COL4 BOTTLING CO. OF SAN JOSE
_
0 1950, Tlwe Cona-Cala Cainpany

New Library-Nolumesinclude
Marsh Pitman to Attend Field School Assorted Historical Accounts
8
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Marsh Pitman, senior biological science major, is one of 20 Colorful stories of historical
students and recent college graduates in the United States to be sections and individuals are promselected to attend the 1950 session of the Yosemite Fiekl school. inent among the 160 new books
The school, sponsored by the National Park service, will open June received by the library.
A very precise and exact ac25 for a seven -week session. Pitman, son of Dean and Mrs. Paul M.

Pitman, was recommended by Dr.
Carl Duncan, head of .the Natural Science department, and
other members of the science
faculty. He has been ’active in
student affairs at SJS since
his ’enrollment in the cO’ge
early in 1948, following his discharge from the United States
Army.
The purpose of the Yosemite Field schoole which was
established in. 1925, is to rive
training in interpreting natural
history to the public.- More
than 100 of its graduates have
been employed by the National
Park service.
During the fifth and sixth
weeks of the Field school course
the students will take several
trip.; to the high country in Yosemite National park and to Mono
lake. They will also climb to the
summit of. Mt. Dana which is
13.050 feet high.
The school is open to College
graduates or those whose accomplishmenta. are equivalent
to a college degree; but- each
year’s enrollment is limited to
20.

June Secretarial Grad
Gets SJSC Office Job

Senior Overnight
Sign-ups for the Senior Overnight, scheduled for June 3 and 4
at Asilomar, will be extended for
several more weeks, according to
Overnight Chairman Betty i3risbin.
Cost of the annual senior scramble has been lowered to $4.75. A
$3 deposit is required of seniors
at’ the time of signing. An additional $1.75 will. be payable ’by
June 1.
"Including transportation; lodging, and bleats, price for, the
wgeir.prid frolic is reallyat a min:
Mis4 Brisbin said. Highlight o the upper-class retreat will
oonlight weaner roas t.
be a
Swim
g, bcach-time, tennis, olleyball
nd football also head the
enterta
nt agenda.
Priva
cars will leave at 11
o’clock
urday, June 3, and
return c.
Sunday, June 4, a 6
o’clock,
s Brisbin added. Studsted in the_ trek
asked t
g.n up in ’the, Library
arch.

"James Madison, Father of
the Constitution." is a thick
volume by Irving Brant giving
the inside story of the little
president’s role in teething-ring
days of this country. It characterizes Madison’s personality,
’family life, and policy, during
the years be was top executive.
"Tales of Old Calaveras," by
Richard C. Wood, is a seriek of
historical yarns, some mythical.
some authentic, of .the sprawling
Calaveras county in the early
pioneer days of California. A lot
of humor ’can be had by reading
these short folk tales. ,
The pompous story, of dl-fated
Maxirnillian and his wife, Carlotta.,4, Mexico is found in H.

Fifteen members will be initiated at the formal meeting of
Montgomery Hy d es "Mexican
Eta Mu Pi, national merchandisEmpire." Episodes of the transing fraternity, according to Mr.
planted European monarch are John Abeele, professor of cornFly
de-s.
coVered telly by author
melee. The affair will take place
Modern food for thought is tonight at Lou’s Village.
supplied in two unusual volAmong ’the members being iniumes. Stanford’s Karl Brant
tiated is Mr. Rick Holland, prostresses the importance of ecoPrincipal
fessor - of commerce.
nomic recovery in, "Germany
speaker for ’the affair will be
Rey to Peace in Europe."
Mr. R. A.-. Malzhan, manager of
He emphasizes the need for
Pay-Less drug store.
German rehabilitation as a means
The San Jose chapter of Eta
to the end of the tension and disMu Pi was founded on March 27,
comfort "of the Allies there.
Pederson.
Sidney Warren, a penman from 1941. by Mr. Carleton
be estab,
to
chapter
first
the
it
It
far-away Florida, lends an outMr.
sider’s version of Oregon. Wash- lished on the Pacific Coast.
the
ington, and. :daho in his histor- Peterson is now teaching at
at
Business
of
School
Graduatq
northstudy
of
the
Pacific
ical
university.
Stanford
’west, "Farthest Frontier."Religidtis themes come exa "7"..re Su" FOR ALL VISITORS TO
clusively in a number of books.
Foremost are "The Psalms," a
new chronological translation
raautOus rostocc V MuQN emu’ pony tato.
.04.10. w.tit 151 SUN sespies Ali Oil !Mr
by Moses Buttenwieser; "Reiamsdisi popi Memel
*AIWA &Ara Floue
ligious Trends in English PoOVEN (v.,’ Sumo., MOON,143
Ill 1(5;0 -000/ 1A504
mem
TmANG IIFAUFF FAMOUS
Salanrag
11A.340
SmOoe
etry," Iloxie Fairchild; and
FOR SUN N. NNE FaaD P 1)L IFEoNG.SNAm. NOE,
, Fa9 cccot souvtraa fOlOtl
DAN:E CO.:FF.4,
"history
of Religious ’Art,"
/20.aels Plea! aiten 4, Cell.
Maurice Denis.

CALIFORNIA
.44044.1

N 0 W! Two Launderettes
for YOUR convenience.
THIRTY -MINUTE SERVICE

30c wash

.."?

LI M

VI

- mia--Barbffra---nan-tyans,’-whol-tr: mti v
will be graduated from SJSC In
r7
June with an associate in arts
-IA’ i m

degree in secretarial work, started work . recently in the Registrar’s office as a art -time ,sec
tary. .
ss Viola PalAccording to ,
mer, registrar. Mi 1..y ns is filling a vacancy create. by the
resignation ,of.’ Mrs. ’Florence
, ,
;
Myers.
.
, Miss Lyons, who lives in Sun.vale, will .be hired on a full’time- basis upon graduation.

count of the Smithsonian Institute is revealed by Paul H. Oehser in "Sons of Science."
The
author begins with the idea forwarded by John Smithson, an
English scientist, who - conceived
the building of the shrine in
Washinston, D.C.
Mr. Oehser
traces the development of science’s "hall of fame" through its
outstanding directors and branches.

Commerce Frot
To Initiate Prof

-,.
CD

nrt.

20c dry

San Jose
Launderette

General Economy
Launderette

463 SO. SECOND
- Phon--CY 4-247F
HOURS:
Week Days 8-8
Saturday 8-6

472 E. SANTA CLARA

Sunday

10-3

Closed Thursday

Phone CY 5.1230.

HOURS:
Week Days 9-8
9-6
Saturday
10-3
Sunday
.. _ .
des
Clo
’Wednesday.

P.’

Plovers to ..shoic Tarnbr
The fourth presentation In
the unusual movie series, sponsored by the San Jose Players,

will be Walt Disney’s "Bambl."
It will be shown today at
4:30 and 8:15 p.m. In the Little
Theater. Student admission IM
30 cents, and tickets will be
on sale at the door.

Police Students
To Enjoy Steaks
An estimated 250 people will
sharpen up their knives and appetities Friday when San Jose
State Police school students, associates, and friends hold their
annual banquet at Alum Rock
park.
The hot stove session will include a joint meeting of Lamba
Alpha Epsilon, in-service fraternity, and Chi Phi Sigma, oncampus police fraternity, accord.

Directrn;ig
Schmirff
here in Ma

horn 11th foal . . .
for

FIRST ... and Finest ...
ALL-ROUND
AT

Drive

borne

SAFETY

LOWEST COST

thb fact, . .

for
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Only Chevrolet brings you this brand of thrills
thrift. It’s FIRST . . . and-Finest.. .
Lowest Cost!

Police chiefs hum
tricts have ’been invited to attend
the "bull session," Mr. Schmidt
declared.
Mr. Schmidt has been delegated a chef’s role for the affair,

--ATTENTION...For a nutritious
well-balanced lunch
come to the

SAN JOSE
BOX LUNCH
Across 4th on San Antonio
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Nip into our showroom. . . step out in a new Chevrokt . . .
and you’ll enjoy motoringpleasures and thrills "stepped up" be-,
yond anything you have ever experienced in any low-priced car!
That’s true whether you drive a new Chevrolet embodying the revolutionary Powerglide Automatic Transmission,
teamed with 105-h.p. Valve-in-Head Engine, for finest noshift driving at lowest cost . . . or a new Chevrolet embodying
the famous Silent Synchro-Mesh Transmission, teamed with
Chevrolet’s highly improved, more, powerful standard Valvein-Head Engine, for finest standard driving at lowest cost!

COST

.4

Come in... drive a Chevrolet.., and you’ll know why it’s
AMERICAS BEST SELLER . . . AMERICA’S BEST BUY!

Open ’t;11 245 P.M.

Sandwiches Milk
Cold Drinks and Ice Cream
WE SOLICIT ORDERS FOR
FIELD TRIPS AND PICNICS
Est/16146*d

s.

1925

SEE YOUR LOCAL CHEVROLET DEALER
Conveniently listed under "Automobiles" M your I.ocol classified telephone directory

